Understanding the causes and consequences of range expansions or range shifts has a 13 long history in evolutionary biology. Recent theoretical, experimental, and empirical 14 work has identified two particularly interesting phenomena in the context of species 15 range expansions: (i) gene surfing and the relaxation of natural selection, and (ii) spatial 16 sorting. The former can lead to an accumulation of deleterious mutations at range 17 edges, causing an expansion load and slowing down expansion. The latter can create 18 gradients in dispersal-related traits along the expansion axis and cause an acceleration 19 of expansion. We present a theoretical framework that treats spatial sorting and gene 20 surfing as spatial versions of natural selection and genetic drift, respectively. This model 21 allows us to study analytically how gene surfing and spatial sorting interact, and to 22 derive the probability of fixation of pleiotropic mutations at the expansion front. We 23 use our results to predict the co-evolution of mean fitness and dispersal rates, taking 24 into account the effects of random genetic drift, natural selection and spatial sorting, as 25 well as correlations between fitness-and dispersal-related traits. We identify a "rescue 26 effect" of spatial sorting, where the evolution of higher dispersal rates at the leading 27 edge rescues the population from incurring expansion load.
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A key simplifying assumption in our model is that we model the colonization of 152 new demes as discrete founder events occurring every T generations (see e.g., Peischl 153 et al., 2013, 2015) . When a deme is at carrying capacity, a propagule of size F is placed 154 into the next empty deme d f (t) + 1. The population then grows exponentially for T 155 generations until the new deme's carrying capacity is reached. The size of the propagule 156 is determined by the dispersal abilities of individuals at the expansion front. Letm f = a deme grows to carrying capacity within a single generation T = 1, independently 165 of the number of founders F. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the model that illustrates 166 how mutations can be positively selected on expanding wave fronts based on either an 167 increase in migration rates ( Figure 1A) or an increase in relative fitness ( Figure 1B) . Figure 1 : Sketch of the model. A: a mutation with higher migration rate (red) but same fitness as wild-type individuals (blue). The mutation can increase in frequency at the expansion front because it is more likely to be among the F founders as compared to wild-type mutations. B: a mutation with higher fitness than the wild type, but with same migration rate. The mutation (orange) has the same probability to be among the F founders as the wild type (blue), but it can spread at the expansion front due to higher reproductive success during the T generations of growth during which natural selection acts. In both panels, dark gray circles show the evolution of an equivalent mutation in the core of the species range for comparison. 169 We show in Appendix A that the probability of fixation of a mutation with initial fre-170 quency p 0 at the expansion front is given by 171 e 4N e s e p 0 1 e 4N e s e 1 ,
Fixation of new mutations
where we define an effective selection coefficient s e = sT + s m and an effective popu- with increasing migration rates ( Figure S2 ). The growth rate R has no impact on the 191 fixation probability if s = 0 ( Figure S1 ), since it only affects the length of the growth 192 phase during which natural selection acts but not the number of founders, F, or the 193 probabilities of individuals to migrate to a new deme.
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Pleiotropic mutations 195 We next consider mutations that affect both the fitness as well as the dispersal ability of a F. We find that a mutation with s > 0 > s m has a higher fixation probability as compared neutral mutation (m f = 0 in Figure 3 ). Asm f increases (to ⇡ 0.1 in Figure 3 ) the fixation 221 probability of a pleiotropic mutation is driven more by the action of natural selection 222 rather than the action of spatial sorting. This is when T is sufficiently large to allow 223 the contribution of natural selection to outweigh that of spatial sorting in the effective 224 selection coefficient s e . For even larger values ofm f , the time between founder events 225 will decrease as propagule size increases and eventually approach T = 1 such that s and 233 We next study the co-evolution of mean fitness and migration rates in expanding popu-234 lations taking into account the interactions of mutation rates, the distribution of fitness 235 effects (DFE) of new mutations, and genetic correlations in fitness and migration-related 236 traits. In the following we assume that selection is soft such that population mean fit- 2015), 244 and consider mutations that can affect both migration rates and fitness simultaneously. 245 Let u(s, s m ) denote the mutation rate of mutations with effect s on fitness and s m on the 246 migration rate. We assume that s and s m are drawn from a bi-variate distribution with 247 means ands m , variance V s and V m , and correlation r. Appendix B shows that we can 248 approximate the dynamics of mean fitness and migration rate at the front by
Co-evolutionary dynamics
where expanding population will not evolve increased dispersal and will also suffer from ex-285 pansion load (green lines in Figure 4 ). On the other hand, ifm f (0) > m crit,w , m crit,m , 286 both mean fitness and the average migration rate at the expansion front will increase 287 (red lines in Figure 4 ). More interestingly, if m crit,m <m f (0) < m crit,w , expansion load 288 will accumulate and migration rates will also increase over time. Thus, we eventually 289 observe a "rescue effect" whenm f (t) surpasses m crit,w , in the sense that founder events 290 become less drastic and selection at the expansion front becomes sufficiently efficient so 291 that mean fitness will start to increase over time (see blue lines in Figure 4) . Figure 5 : Fitness (A-C) or migration rate (D-F) measured at the front edge of a range expansion either in the absence of the evolution of migration or a low (standard deviation of mutational effect 0.005) or high (standard deviation of mutational effect 0.01) rate of evolution of migration. Individual replicate simulations are shown in gray while the mean is shown by the thick black line. Starting fitness is scaled to 1 for comparison, and all other parameters are as described in text.
Individual-based range expansion simulations
given mutation with pleiotropic effects can be positively or negatively selected at the 333 expansion front, depending on the current growth rate and migration rate at the expan-334 sion front (see Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, we show that while migration rates and 335 growth rates both affect the expansion speed in similar ways, their effect on the strength 336 and direction of selection at the expansion front can be quite different in finite popula-337 tions (see Figures 2 and 3) . Finally, we used our results to predict the co-evolutionary 447 We use a diffusion approach to calculate the fixation probability of a mutation that affects fitness and/or migration rates. One "generation" in the diffusion approximation corresponds to the colonization of a single deme and starts just before a new propagule disperses. We consider a mutant that is present at frequency p when the population in deme d f is at carrying capacity K. The expected frequency of the mutant in the propagule is then
B Derivation of fixation probability
and the variance due to binomial sampling is
If the mutant's frequency in the propagule is p 0 , its expected frequency after the growth phase is
The expected change in allele frequency is then
We assume that the stochastic sampling effects during colonization of a deme are the main contribution of genetic drift and therefore approximate the variance in allele frequency change by
Next, we calculate the fixation probability using standard diffusion methods. The prob-448 ability of fixation (conditioned on initial frequency p 0 ) is given by: If mutations affect only fitness but not dispersal probabilities, Peischl et al. (2015) showed that the change in mean relative fitness at the expansion front can be approximated using the following equation
where u s (s) is the mutation rate of mutations with effect s. Here, we also assumed that 455 mutations evolve independently of each other, that is, we ignore clonal interference. The 
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We next consider mutations that affect migration traits but have no effect on fitness.
Letm f (t) denote the mean migration rate of the population at the edge of the expansion at time t. The evolution ofm f can be modelled analogously viā m f (t + 1) =m f (t) where u(s, s m ) denotes the mutation rate of mutations with effect s on fitness and s m on the dispersal probability. We assume that s and s m are given by a bi-variate distribution with mean valuess ands m , variances V s and V m , and correlation r (e.g., a bi-variate If mutations affect either migration rates or fitness, but not both, we obtain d dtw f (t) = w(t)u s [(F(t) 1) T(t)V s +s]
and
where u m and u s are the mutation rates of migration-and fitness-related mutations, 475 respectively.
